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Silver Scooter A mature silver scooter model. Yummy Gummy Cute little candies Teddie gave you. Christmas event
with Ayane. Signed Photo A picture given to you by Rise. Locked chest - Void Quest , Secret Laboratory. Junes Receipt
A receipt from Naoki. Earn the top score on the May exams, then speak to Nanako in the evening. It says everything you
need to be a detective. Meat Gum A pack of gum Chie gave you. Glass Key A key obtained at Yukiko's Castle.1) I guess
treasure chests would be a good place to start, but its all luck. 2) you get one from the history after getting highest score
on the last exam. 3) you can buy another from the Shopping Channel on September 18 and November 20 4) Finish quest
49; requires you feed the cat about 10 times. There are probably more. User Info: Bartlth. Bartlth 9 years ago#4. ah that's
right golden chests can contain somas (all golden chests by the way not only the high level dungeon ones, got one in
yukikos castle) 1 on TV from Tanaka. SOMA, either you get it in the dungeons(if you're lucky enough, you'll get a hell
lot of it) or you can use the prize sticker you got from buying stuff on the TV show, or use cheat code if you're so damn
desperate. as far as i know, Izanagi no okami can't be registered in the compendium, and his stats are all if you want it's.
Videos from GameSpot. Happy 10th Anniversary To The Biggest Games Of The History of Persona. Tokyo Game
Show: Hot Titles to Expect Video Feature. Shin Megami Tensei: Persona 4 Gameplay Movie Get more Shin Megami
Tensei: Persona 4 news at GameSpot. Apr 2, - Healing Items - Shin Megami Tensei: Persona 4 Golden: There are a
number of Healing Items in Persona 4. Some restore HP, some restore SP, some revive allies, and some heal Status
Ailments. These items ca. Where can I find Soma? - Shin Megami Tensei: Persona 4 For Shin Megami Tensei: Persona
4 on the PlayStation 2, a GameFAQs Answers question titled "Where can I find Soma?". Where can I find or buy Soma?
User Info: Soma or other SP recovering items - Shin Megami Tensei You can get a soma from one quest where. Feb 28,
- ???, Soma, HP/SP+% / All allies, Quest 49, Locked chests (Secret Laboratory+), Shopping Channel (9/18), Chest
(Yomotsu Hirasaka 6F). ?????, Revival Bead, Revive w/ 50% HP / One ally, Shiroku (). ???, Balm of Life, Revive w/ %
HP / One ally, Shiroku (, 6/), Chests (Steamy. Can You Buy Soma In Persona 4. Compare oxycondone 15 to So this
review is written in retrospect. The median starting dose for in this study was 10 mg per day with a range between 2.
Zhewitra Salep Mycoral, Order Albenza. 40 Mg Without A Prescription, Buy Albenza Online Legally From. Canada, Is
Prescribing. The following is a list of items appearing in Persona 4.* Requires materials. Mouse-over for. Leave a
THUMBS UP SUBSCRIBE if your new! SHARE with your friends! Twitch: Luciid_Dreamz Instagram.
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